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Evmos - 85%

Evmos is a scalable, high-throughput Proof-of-Stake blockchain that is fully compatible and

interoperable with Ethereum. It's built using the Cosmos SDK, which runs on top of Tendermint Core

consensus engine. Evmos allows for running vanilla Ethereum as a Cosmos application-specific

blockchain. This allows developers to have all the desired features of Ethereum, while at the same

time, benefit from Tendermint’s PoS implementation. Also, because it is built on top of the Cosmos

SDK, it will be able to exchange value with the rest of the Cosmos Ecosystem through the Inter

Blockchain Communication Protocol (IBC). Some key features of Evmos includes Web3 and EVM

compatibility, high throughput via Tendermint Core, horizontal scalability via IBC and fast transaction

finality. Evmos enables these key features by implementing Tendermint Core's Application Blockchain

Interface (ABCI) to manage the blockchain, leveraging modules and other mechanisms implemented

by the Cosmos SDK, utilizing geth as a library to avoid code reuse and improve maintainability and

exposing a fully compatible Web3 JSON-RPC layer for interacting with existing Ethereum clients and

tooling such as Metamask for end users but also Remix or Truffle for developers. The sum of these

features allows developers to leverage existing Ethereum ecosystem tooling and software to

seamlessly deploy smart contracts which interact with the rest of the Cosmos ecosystem.

The team, which has been the core development team behind the Ethermint codebase since April

2021, is led by Federico Kunze Küllmer, a full-time Cosmos contributor since 2017, and Akash Khosla,

who was previously a Software Engineer at Anchorage, a digital asset custodian and bank. Ethermint’s

journey began in October 2016 with the goal of bringing the scalability of Tendermint’s consensus

protocol to Ethereum, or EVM-based applications. With recent solutions such as Polygon or L2

options such as Arbitrum or rollups, the original vision has already been realized. Hence, the original

Ethermint chain no longer delivers as interesting a value proposition to the general crypto ecosystem.



The vision has now evolved, to bring a future of multiple highly secure, fast finality, EVM-based chains

that provide interoperability and greater composability for smart contracts in the Interchain. Fast

finality is quickly gaining traction in the Ethereum community, and there is a case for a Tendermint-like

consensus model for the Ethereum beacon chain. This is the reason Tendermint based blockchains

are seeing adoption for the last few months, with a surge in TVL numbers for those networks, such as

Terra. There is a great chance that with its ease of use for developers on one hand, but also for end

users on the other hand, Evmos will be able to capture a share of this market following its launch

scheduled for mid-January following its two successful testnets (one of them being incentivized).

seed investment price N/A

current price N/A

current market cap N/A

projects in the ecosystem

Astroport - 84%

Astroport is a decentralized exchange built on Terra. With innovations in the AMM (Automated Market

Maker) model compared to Terraswap, the first AMM of Terra Blockchain, Astroport aims to become



the liquidity hub for all the assets on Terra. The design philosophy behind Astroport is simple: to

enable decentralized, noncustodial liquidity and price discovery for any asset. To achieve this,

Astroport prioritizes flexibility above all else; combining various specialized pool types and routing

seamlessly across them. Astroport allows for the following pool types, which enable Astroport to

accommodate a wide variety of token markets: Constant Product pools, pioneered by Bancor and

Uniswap, and Stableswap Invariant pools, first introduced by Curve Finance. In addition, Astroport has

a flexible architecture that allows builders to create new pool types that fit seamlessly within

Astroport, with minimal changes to core protocol code. Besides the upgrade in the AMM model,

Astroport also offers an attractive feature: dual liquidity mining and an innovative way to leverage the

use case of the ASTRO token, through Astro Generators, architected to enable a liquidity provider to

claim the governance awards of both ASTRO and the tokens of the extrinsic DeFi communities

associated with the pool.

The Terra DeFi ecosystem is in its infancy but already has a wide variety of assets: cluster tokens,

synths, governance tokens, native stablecoins and of course LUNA itself. With the emergence of asset

bridges such as IBC, Axelar and Wormhole the diversity will increase as assets from the broader

Cosmos, Ethereum and Solana ecosystems become available to Terra dApps. To cater for this on

Ethereum, different pool types have been developed, each with unique trade-offs that lend themselves

to certain market types. However, this causes fragmentation, decreasing capital efficiency and

necessitating higher-level AMM aggregators. Astroport empowers users to choose different pool

types within a single AMM system, bringing built-in flexibility to support various asset types of Terra.

Astroport has been developed through a joint venture of builders made up of Delphi Labs, We3, Attic

Lab and Terraform Labs (the “Astroport Joint Venture”). Astroport will be governed by the Astral

Assembly, Astroport’s own DAO. The protocol was designed with the ambition of making it the most

flexible and durable AMM system in DeFi, featuring support for multiple pool types, permissionless

asset listing, a powerful incentive structure and wide distribution of Astroport’s value and governance

to Astroport’s most active and responsible users and builders. With these design principles in mind,

the hope is for Astroport to become the go-to launchpad for the Terra DeFi universe.

seed investment price N/A

current price $1.69

current market cap N/A ($1.69B FDV)

projects in the ecosystem Terraswap



Gear - 73%
Gear is a Substrate-based smart-contract platform, allowing anyone to run dApp in a few minutes. It

provides a Layer-1 decentralized network as an easy and cost-effective way to run WebAssembly

programs (smart-contracts) compiled from many popular languages, such as Rust, C/C++ and more.

Gear ensures very minimal, intuitive, and sufficient API for running both newly written and existing

programs on multiple networks without the need to rewrite them. It is intended to be a Layer-2

parachain for hosting smart contracts on the Polkadot/Kusama network. This allows anyone to

deploy any dApp on Polkadot and Kusama to take advantage of all the benefits of their ecosystems,

yet at the minimal financial expense. Gear enables a seamless transition to Web3, enabling the

running of dApps, microservices, middleware and open APIs. The main engine of the Gear network is

its smart contract module. With Gear, all smart contracts are WebAssembly programs that can be

compiled in the developers’ programming language of choice. As a result, Gear provides a low barrier

of entry for developers who are new to blockchain, and makes it much easier to experiment creatively

with smart contracts. Gear’s smart contract architecture uses the actor model under the hood, and

provides various advantages such as persistent memory for immutable programs, asynchronous

message handling, but also a minimal, intuitive, and sufficient API surface for blockchain context.

Conventional methods of launching dApps on the Polkadot ecosystem require developers to either

launch on a pre-existing parachain, or successfully become a parachain themselves. The difficulty

with becoming a Polkadot parachain is that there is an extremely high entry cost, as thousands of

projects are competing against each other to win one of a limited number of slots. On top of that,

deploying as a parachain can be very time-consuming. By deploying with Gear, developers can launch

their dApps easily & efficiently and enter the highly interoperable Polkadot ecosystem without having

to win an auction or become a parachain, without the significant financial and time expenses that are

normally required, making deploying dApps cheap, fast and efficient. As the parachain smart contract



platform ecosystem is slowly getting more and more crowded, notably led by Moonbeam winning the

second Polkadot parachain auction, we will probably see them battling for developer adoption and

Gear has its own advantages with support of different languages widely used.

seed investment price N/A

current price N/A

current market cap N/A

projects in the ecosystem



Evmos Technology Review

Initial Screening

Keep researching Total Score

Does this project need to use blockchain technology? Yes

Can this project be realized? Yes

Is there a viable use case for this project? Yes

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks? Yes

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper? Yes

Projects Technology Score

Innovation (out of 11) 7

How have similar projects performed? Great (2)

Feasability - Are there too many innovations? Feasible (2)

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project? 1-5% (1)

Is the project unique? Yes (2)

Architecture (out of 12) 10

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper? Okay (1)

Resistance to possible attacks? Great (2)

Complexity of the architecture? Not Too Complex (2)

Time taken to understand the architecture? 20-50 (1)

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper
research? Great (4)

Code Quality (out of 15) 14

Is the project open source? Yes (2)

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust,
Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc? Yes (2)

Could the project use better programming languages? No (0)

Github number of lines? More Than 10K (1)

Github commits per month? More Than 10 (2)

What is the quality of the code? Good (2)

How well is the code commented? Good (2)

Overall quality of the test coverage? Good (1)

Overall quality of the maintainability index? Great (2)

Roadmap (out of 5) 5

What is the status of the project? Launched (5)



Usability for
Infrastructure Projects

(out of 5) 5

Is it easy to use for the end customer? Yes (5)

Team (out of 7) 6

Number of active developers? 5+ (2)

Developers average Git Background? Senior (2)

Developers coding style? Solid (2)

85%

47
Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Code Quality 27%

Mainnet 9%

Usability 9%

Team 13%

Total 100%



Astroport Technology Review

Initial Screening

Keep researching Total Score

Does this project need to use blockchain technology? Yes

Can this project be realized? Yes

Is there a viable use case for this project? Yes

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks? Yes

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper? Yes

Projects Technology Score

Innovation (out of 11) 7

How have similar projects performed? Great (2)

Feasability - Are there too many innovations? Feasible (2)

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project? 1-5% (1)

Is the project unique? Yes (2)

Architecture (out of 12) 9

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper? Great (2)

Resistance to possible attacks? Great (2)

Complexity of the architecture? Not Too Complex (2)

Time taken to understand the architecture? 20-50 (1)

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper
research? Okay (2)

Code Quality (out of 15) 15

Is the project open source? Yes (2)

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust,
Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc? Yes (2)

Could the project use better programming languages? No (0)

Github number of lines? More Than 10K (1)

Github commits per month? More Than 10 (2)

What is the quality of the code? Good (2)

How well is the code commented? Good (2)

Overall quality of the test coverage? Great (2)

Overall quality of the maintainability index? Great (2)

Roadmap (out of 5) 5

What is the status of the project? Launched (5)



Usability for
Infrastructure Projects

(out of 5) 5

Is it easy to use for the end customer? Yes (5)

Team (out of 7) 5

Number of active developers? 5+ (2)

Developers average Git Background? Intermediate (1)

Developers coding style? Solid (2)

84%

46
Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Code Quality 27%

Mainnet 9%

Usability 9%

Team 13%

Total 100%



Gear Technology Review

Initial Screening

Keep researching Total Score

Does this project need to use blockchain technology? Yes

Can this project be realized? Yes

Is there a viable use case for this project? Yes

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks? Yes

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper? Yes

Projects Technology Score

Innovation (out of 11) 7

How have similar projects performed? Great (2)

Feasability - Are there too many innovations? Feasible (2)

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project? 1-5% (1)

Is the project unique? Yes (2)

Architecture (out of 12) 10

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper? Okay (1)

Resistance to possible attacks? Great (2)

Complexity of the architecture? Not Too Complex (2)

Time taken to understand the architecture? 20-50 (1)

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper
research? Great (4)

Code Quality (out of 15) 14

Is the project open source? Yes (2)

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust,
Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc? Yes (2)

Could the project use better programming languages? No (0)

Github number of lines? More Than 10K (1)

Github commits per month? More Than 10 (2)

What is the quality of the code? Good (2)

How well is the code commented? Good (2)

Overall quality of the test coverage? Good (1)

Overall quality of the maintainability index? Great (2)

Roadmap (out of 5) 2

What is the status of the project? MVP or Testnet (2)



Usability for
Infrastructure Projects

(out of 5) 2

Is it easy to use for the end customer? Medium (2)

Team (out of 7) 5

Number of active developers? 5+ (2)

Developers average Git Background? Intermediate (1)

Developers coding style? Solid (2)

73%

40
Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Code Quality 27%

Mainnet 9%

Usability 9%

Team 13%

Total 100%


